Abstract -Autofocusing is a fundamental technology for automated biological and biomedical analyses and is indispensable for routine use of microscopes on a large scale. This paper presents a comprehensive comparison study of 18 focus algorithms in which a total of 139,000 microscope images are analyzed. Six samples were used with three observation methods (bright field, phase contrast, and differential interference contrast (DIC)) under two magnifications (100X and 400X). A ranking methodology is proposed, based on which the 18 focus algorithms are ranked. Image pre-processing is also conducted to extensively reveal the performance and robustness of the focus algorithms. The presented guidelines allow for the selection of the optimal focus algorithm for different microscopy applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autofocusing is a fundamental technology for automated biological and biomedical applications, such as in high throughput screening for the pharmaceutical industry and in autonomous microrobotic cell manipulation [1] . Reliable autofocusing methods are also indispensable for routine use of microscopes on a large scale as in the microassembly of hybrid microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [2] .
Although autofocusing is a long standing topic in the literature and a variety of focus algorithms have been proposed, the selection of an appropriate focus algorithm for specific experimental microscopy conditions remains ad hoc and time consuming. Based on the comparison results of 13 focus algorithms operating on fluorescence images, it was found by [3] that AutoCorrelation [4] [5] is the optimal focus algorithm for fluorescence microscopy applications. However, AutoCorrelation was not found to be the optimal focus algorithm in this study for microscopy images under bright field, phase contrast, or differential interference contrast (DIC), thus motivating this study.
This paper presents a systematic evaluation of 18 widely used focus algorithms and comprehensive comparison results by processing a total of 139,000 microscope images. Six samples were used in experiments with three observation methods (bright field, phase contrast, and DIC) and two magnifications (100X and 400X). Besides the criteria of monotonicity and single modality for evaluating focus algorithms, three other criteria are adopted to systematically evaluate the performance of the 18 focus algorithms. In order to extensively study the algorithms' performance, filtering (pre-processing) operations including sub-sampling, low-pass filtering, and random noise addition are conducted on images before the focus algorithms are applied. Based on the large amount of experimental data, the performance of the focus algorithms is analyzed and compared using individual criteria and an overall ranking is determined. Subsequently, guidelines for selecting the optimal focus algorithm are obtained. 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The six samples shown in Fig. 1 were used in the experiments for testing the 18 focus algorithms. The thickness of the samples is 2-6µm. These samples were chosen because they embody a variety of information, from which more general conclusions for selecting the optimal focus algorithm can be reached. The larger the information content, the easier the focusing.
The experimental setup consists of a motorized inverted microscope (Olympus IX81), a framegrabber (Matrox Meteor-II), and a CCD camera (Sony XC-HR50). The motorized inverted microscope has a minimum focus step of 0.01µm. Two objectives were used, a 10X objective (Olympus UPlanFl, 3µm depth of field, NA 0.3) and a 40X objective (Olympus LCPlanFl, 1µm depth of field, NA 0.6). The microscope provides three observation methods, including bright field, phase contrast, and DIC. Fig. 2 shows pancreas cells (sample 4) under these three optical conditions. The 100X image sets were obtained in 1µm steps, amounting to 400 images per sample. The 400X image sets were obtained in 0.25µm steps within a smaller range, amounting to 550 images per sample. Applying the three observation methods and two magnifications to the six samples, 36 image sets were obtained with each set having either 400 images or 550 images. A total of 139,500 images (640 × 494) were processed and analyzed on a PC (2.53GHz CPU and 512MB RAM). Computation time, discussed in the Results and Discussion section, does not exceed 30ms for almost all the focus algorithms tested.
III. FOCUS ALGORITHMS
Many focus algorithms have been proposed and compared in the literature. The output of an ideal focus algorithm is defined as having a maximum value at the best focused image/position and decreasing as defocus increases. The 18 widely used focus algorithms in the literature that were tested and compared in this study can be classified into four groups.
A. Derivative-Based Algorithms
These algorithms assume that well-focused images have more high-frequency content than defocused images. Neighboring pixels in images with high-frequency content have large differences in intensity. The larger these intensity changes, the sharper the edges. In order to apply high pass filtering, these algorithms apply convolution masks to an image to obtain derivatives. Different norms are subsequently used to compute the magnitude of the derivative vectors. These algorithms are sensitive to high-frequency noise. 1) Threshold absolute gradient [3] : It sums the absolute value of the first derivative that is larger than a threshold θ . x y . 2) Squared gradient [3] : This algorithm sums squared differences, making larger gradients exert more influence.
( ) 
to compute the second derivative ( , ) C x y . The final output is the sum of the squares of the convolution results. 
C. Histogram-Based Algorithms
These algorithms use histograms ( ) h i (i.e., the number of pixels with intensity i in an image) to analyze the distribution and frequency of image intensities. 14) Range algorithm [14] : This algorithm computes the difference between the highest and the lowest intensity levels.
15) Entropy algorithm [14] : It assumes that focused images contain more information than defocused images. 
IV. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING
In order to test the behavior of the focus algorithms under different conditions, three approaches were individually used to pre-process images before a focus algorithm was applied. 1) Sub-sampling: Sub-sampling images increases execution speed because of reduced image data. Furthermore, it is also useful for testing a focus algorithm's robustness to image information reduction. In this study, a 50% sub sampling means that every second pixel of an image is used both horizontally and vertically, resulting in 1/4 of the input data.
2) Adding random noise:
In order to investigate the influence of noise on the performance of the focus algorithms, a random noise filter was applied to the images.
3) Low-pass filtering:
A binomial filter was used to preprocess images to reduce image noise levels and to investigate the overall impact of low-pass filtering on the performance of the focus algorithms. The convolution vector was constructed from the binomial numbers of Pascal's Triangle. For example, the convolution vector of size five is [1, 4, 6, 4, 1] .
V. RANKING METHODOLOGY
Each focus algorithm produces a focus curve for an image set. In order to make valid comparisons, these focus curves were normalized and the curves inverted with their peak as the global minimum. The focus algorithms were evaluated using the following five criteria. The algorithms were ranked according to individual criteria as well as overall score. 1) Accuracy: This criterion measures the distance between the best focus position, manually determined by proficient microscope technicians, and the maximum of the focus curve. The smaller this measure is, the more accurate the algorithm.
2) Range:
The range criterion describes the distance between two neighboring local minima around the global maximum. The larger this measure is, the easier it is to reach the global maximum without being trapped in a local maximum.
3) Number of false maxima:
This criterion describes the number of maxima appearing in a focus curve, excluding the global maximum.
4) Width:
This criterion describes the sharpness/narrowness of the peak. The width of a curve at 50% of its height is computed as the width of the focus curve.
5) Noise level:
Criteria similar to the above four criteria were adopted in [3] for evaluating focus algorithm performance for fluorescence microscopy applications. Besides these four criteria, the noise level of a curve was also found to be important for autofocusing in this study. This criterion extends the false maximum criterion by describing the speed of the direction changes (2nd derivative) between two false maxima of a focus curve. Two focus curves can have the same number of false maxima; however, the curve with local peaks of lower magnitude is better because the lower deviation from the ideal behavior increases the accuracy of approximation methods, such as forward Euler integration for adaptively setting step sizes and setting the next position of microscope's Z-motor.
In order to quantitatively represent this criterion, the squares of the second derivatives are summed. The derivatives are obtained by convolving the focus curve with the Laplacian operator [-1, 2, -1]. The value at the peak is left out in order not to penalize algorithms with a small width. 6) Overall score: For each focus curve produced by a focus algorithm, the difference/distance of each individual criterion (i.e., accuracy, range, number of false maximum, width, and noise level) from the corresponding ideal values is computed. The ideal value for the Range criterion is the total number of images in an image set. In this study, there are 400 images in an image set under 100X and 550 images in an image set under Consequently, an optimum focus curve is at [0, 0, 0, 0, 0] in terms of criterion distances. In order to give all the distances equal weights, the criterion distances are all normalized. The lower a criterion distance, the better the performance of a focus algorithm under this criterion. The overall score is defined as the Euclidian distance of a focus curve to [0, 0, 0, 0, 0] . The lower this overall score, the better the overall performance of a focus algorithm. 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A total of 139,000 images were obtained on the six samples that were observed under three observation conditions (i.e., bright field, phase contrast, and DIC) and two magnifications (100X and 400X). A threshold of 150 was set for focus algorithms (F-15)-(F-18) because these algorithms exhibit satisfactory behavior with this threshold value. No threshold was set for the gradient-based algorithms (F-1)-(F-4) because threshold variation was not found to produce significant performance differences for these focus algorithms.
With criterion distances and the overall score defined in (1) and (2) , lower values in all columns of the data tables in Appendix represent better performance. The italic numbers in parenthesis represent ranking of a focus algorithm according to individual criterion distances or the overall score. Table 1 shows the performance and ranks of the 18 focus algorithms without image pre-processing according to individual criterion distances and the overall score. Each entry in the table is based on 36 image sets and averaged. One can see that Normalized Variance (F-11) and Standard-Deviation-Based Correlation (F-13) have the best range, least number of false maxima, and the lowest noise level. By lumping the three observation methods and two magnifications and without applying image preprocessing, Normalized Variance (F-11) was found to provide the best overall performance. Table 2 and Table 3 were collected to investigate performance changes of the focus algorithms under different magnifications. No image pre-processing was conducted. The three observation methods were lumped together. Each entry in the tables is based on 18 image sets and averaged. By comparing the corresponding entries in Table 2 and Table 3 , one can see that accuracy, range, number of false maxima, width, and noise level are almost consistently improved for all the focus algorithms under 100X magnification than under 400X magnification. In terms of the overall score, magnification differences do not significantly change the ranking of the focus algorithms. For example, Normalized Variance (F-11) provides the best overall performance under both 100X and 400X.
A. Without Image Pre-Processing 1) Lumping observation methods and magnifications:

2) Under different magnifications: Data shown in
As shown in Table 2 (also see Table 7 ), wavelet-based algorithms have small widths but always have local maxima around the global peak, which can be seen from the poor range distance. The small widths of the wavelet-based algorithms are due to the localized support property of wavelet basis, making them well suitable for image segmentation purposes [11] . Wavelet-based algorithm (F-8) with a misleading global maximum at the starting point. This undesired behavior only appears under 400X, which also disappears as sub sampling is applied to images (see Table 7 ).
By comparing Tables 2 and 3 , one can see that the accuracy of Laplace (F-5 and F-6) and Wavelet-based algorithms (F-7, F-8, and F-9) significantly deteriorates under 400X. This occurs because these algorithms have a misleading
global maximum at the starting point, as shown in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that this undesired behavior only appears under 400X magnification, which also disappears as sub sampling is applied to images (see Table 7 ).
3) Using different observation methods:
In order to investigate performance differences caused by observation methods, each criterion distance was computed based on 18 image sets for bright field, phase contrast, and DIC images. One can see from Table 4 , 5, and 6 that most focus algorithms produce better accuracy under phase contrast than under bright field and DIC. It was also found in experiments that DIC images appear very similar to the gradient images under bright field, which improves the performance of the Image Power algorithm (F-18). This can be seen by comparing the last rows of Table 4 , 5, and 6. The improvement is due to the fact that Image Power (F-18) behaves similarly on DIC images as the squared gradient algorithm (F-2) on bright field images. By comparing the overall scores, Normalized Variance (F-11) was found to provide the best overall performance under all the three observation methods.
Interestingly, it was found that all the focus curves under phase contrast have two local peaks around the global peak (Fig. 5 ) due to the phase transition effect. The two local peaks limit the range of all the focus algorithms, without which the focus algorithms would be capable of producing much larger ranges (i.e., lower range distances). 
B. With Image Pre-Processing
In order to investigate the influence of image preprocessing on the performance of the focus algorithms, the following pre-processing operations were individually applied.
(1) 100% (no sub sampling) (2) 80% sub sampling of each image dimension (3) 50% sub sampling of each image dimension (4) 20% sub sampling of each image dimension (5) 5% sub sampling of each image dimension (6) 9 by 9 binomial filter on entire images (7) noise filter with an intensity amplitude of 40 for adding random noise It should be noted that in experiments the magnitudes of the binomial and noise filter were set to fairly large values in order to more visibly reveal the pre-processing effects. Table 7 summarizes the effect of sub sampling on the criterion distances and overall scores. By comparing Table 1 (100% sub sampled) and Table 7 (5% sub sampled), one can see that (Normalized) Variance (F-10 and F-11) and Correlation-based algorithms (F-12 and F-13) are very sensitive to sub sampling. These algorithms (F-10)-(F-12) appear to behave as the Wavelet-based algorithms for 100% sub sampled images shown in Fig. 4 , producing poor accuracy distances. The AutoCorrelation algorithm (F-12) does not exhibit this behavior, but it responds to sub sampling with a very high noise level. Generally, noise level was found to become worse for sub-sampled images because less information appears in the sub-sampled images. Widths remain relatively constant for the Wavelet-based algorithms (F-7)-(F-9). These algorithms ((F-7)-(F-9)) rank the best in terms of widths, making them well suited for image segmentation purposes (Yang and Nelson, 2003a) . One also finds from Table 8 that sub-sampling drastically reduces execution time.
Tenenbaum Gradient (F-4) was found to provide the best overall performance on sub-sampled (below 80%) images because (F-4) uses more neighboring pixels than other algorithms such as Normalized Variance (F-11), making it more robust to reduced information content. As shown in Fig.  5 , (F-4) still performs satisfactorily on 5% sub sampled images compared to (F-11). The two local peaks around the global peak are due to the phase transition effect. Table 9 summarizes the effect of random noise on the criterion distances and overall score. Comparing Table 1 (no random noise added) and Table 9 , one can see that the noise level increases dramatically when random noise is added. The criterion distances of false maxima and width also deteriorate. The accuracy of algorithms (F-4) (F-10) (F-11) and (F-13) is fairly constant, demonstrating their robustness to noise. Table 10 summarizes the effect of low-pass filtering on the criterion distances and overall score. By comparing Table  1 (no low-pass pre-processing) and Table 10 , one can see that the noise level decreases dramatically when low-pass preprocessing is applied to images. Accuracy and widths are improved for algorithms (F-5)-(F-9).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a comprehensive comparison study of 18 focus algorithms. Six samples were used with three observation methods (bright field, phase contrast, and differential interference contrast (DIC)) under two magnifications (100X and 400X). A ranking methodology was proposed, based on which the 18 focus algorithms were ranked. Image pre-processing was also conducted to extensively reveal the performance and robustness of the focus algorithms. Based on the observations presented in the Results and Discussion section, one may conclude the following guidelines for selecting the optimal focus algorithm.
(1) For all three observation methods (i.e., bright field, phase contrast, and DIC), Normalized Variance (F-11) provides the best overall performance. Although AutoCorrelation (F-12) was found to be the optimal algorithm for fluorescence microscopy applications [3] , it was not found to be capable of providing the best performance under bright field, phase contrast, or DIC. (2) When images are sub sampled in order to increase execution speed, gradient-based focus algorithms should be selected, among which Tenenbaum Gradient (F-4) was found to provide the best overall performance. (3) When images are noisy, Normalized Variance (F-11) is the most satisfactory due to its robustness to noise. (4) If low pass filtering is applied as a pre-processing operation, Normalized Variance (F-11) is also capable of providing the best overall performance. These general guidelines together with the observations presented in the Results and Discussion section allow for selecting the optimal focus algorithm for different microscopy applications. If more attention must be paid to a specific criterion instead of the overall performance under a particular set of conditions, for example, width for 5% sub sampled images for image segmentation purposes, one can find that Wavelet-based focus algorithm (F-8) should be chosen by referring to Table 7. APPENDIX: DATA TABLES With criterion distances and the overall score defined in (1) and (2) , lower values in all columns of the data tables in this section represent better performance. The italic numbers in parenthesis represent ranking of a focus algorithm according to individual criterion distances or the overall score. 
